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Presentation overview

¤ Reactive molecular dynamics 

¤ ReaxFF

¤ Gaussian approximation potential

¤ Simulation examples

¤ Carbon anode for Li-ion battery

¤ Adsorption of Li on graphene with defects

¤ Interactive demonstration

¤ Carbon nanotubes and Li using ReaxFF



Motivation — Multiscale modeling

Image from Wang Research Group http://xqwang.engr.uga.edu/

Reactive MD



Quantum chemistry and molecular dynamics
¤ Quantum chemical methods

+ Allow chemical reactions

+ Approach or exceed chemical accuracy (~1 kcal/mol)

- Computationally expensive

Small systems of atoms

Short time scales

- Energy computations of mostly static systems

¤ Molecular dynamics

+ Computationally cheap

Billion atom simulations (with Titan)

Millisecond timescale simulations (e.g. protein 
folding on Anton)

+ Can study dynamic systems

- Cannot handle chemical reactions

- Qualitative level of accuracy

Images from livedoor.jp and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Electron density plot of methyl salicylate

62 billion atom MD simulation of Kelvin-Helmholtz instability



Reactive molecular dynamics

¤ Reactive molecular dynamics

+ Allow chemical reactions

+ Approaches quantitative accuracy

+ Computationally tractable

+ Can handle dynamic systems

Image from and Argonne Leadership Computing Facility

A 1 billion atom reactive MD simulation of nanobubble collapse



ReaxFF — A reactive molecular dynamics potential



ReaxFF – A reactive MD potential

¤ Employs a smooth transition from nonbonded to 

single, double, and triple bonded systems by 

employing a bond length / bond order relationship.  

Bond orders updated every iteration.

¤ All connectivity interactions (valence and torsion 

angles) are dependent on bond-order, such that 

energy contributions disappear upon bond 

dissociation.

¤ Nonbonded interactions (van der Waals, Coulomb) 

are calculated between every atom pair.  Excessive 

close-range nonbonded interactions are avoided by 

shielding.

¤ Geometry-dependent charge calculation scheme that 

accounts for polarization effects.

ReaxFF was developed 

by Adri van Duin

Penn State Engineering



ReaxFF – Computational expense

¤ ReaxFF allows simulations of 1 billion 

atoms or more (was only around 1,000 

atoms ca. 2012)

¤ ReaxFF is 10-50 slower than non-reactive 

force fields

¤ Better scaling than QM-methods

¤ N log N for ReaxFF

¤ N3 (best case) for QM

Images from LAMMPS workshop by Adri van Duin, Steve Plimpton, and Aidan Thompson, MRS review 2012



ReaxFF – Development

¤ Used by over 250 research groups

¤ Incorporation into a variety of parallel MD packages, including LAMMPS

¤ Handles combinations of covalent, metallic, and ionic elements, allowing 

applications across the periodic table

Image from ReaxFF force fields, Adri van Duin et al., Interatomic Potentials Workshop, Oxford July 2008 



ReaxFF – Some parameterizations

Slide from ReaxFF force fields, Adri van Duin et al., Interatomic Potentials Workshop, Oxford July 2008 



ReaxFF – General rules

¤ No discontinuities in energy or forces — even during reactions

¤ User should not have to pre-define reaction sites or pathway 

function — should be automatically handled by ReaxFF

¤ Each element corresponds to one atom type

¤ Equilibrium bond lengths, valence angles, etc. are determined as a 

function of the local chemical environment



ReaxFF – Energy contributions

Esystem = Ebond + Elp + Eover + Eunder + Eval + Epen+ Ecoa + EC2 +Etors +Econj +EH-bond +EvdWaals +ECoulomb

Ebond: Bond energy; attractive term, directly derived from bond orders

Elp: Lone pair energy; penalty for breaking up lone pairs in O, N

Eover: Overcoordination energy: penalty for overcoordinating atoms

Eunder: Undercoordination energy: stabilizes undercoordinated atoms

Eval: Angle strain; equilibrium angle depends on bond order central atom

Epen: Penalty for ‘allene’-type molecules (H2C=C=CH2) 

Ecoa: Angle conjugation; stabilizes –NO2 groups

EC2: C2 correction: destabilizes C=C

Etors: Torsion energy: bond-order dependent V2-term

Econj: Torsion conjugation: general conjugation stability

EH-bond: Hydrogen bond

EvdWaals: van der Waals: calculated between every atom

ECoulomb: Coulomb interaction: calculated between every atom; polarizable charges get updated every iteration 



ReaxFF – Flow diagram

Slide from ReaxFF force fields, Adri van Duin et al., Interatomic Potentials Workshop, Oxford July 2008 



ReaxFF – Calculation of bond orders

Image from ReaxFF force fields, Adri van Duin et al., Interatomic Potentials Workshop, Oxford July 2008 



GAP: Gaussian Approximation Potential



GAP – A reactive MD potential

¤ Gaussian Approximation Potential

¤ Energy of an atom is an unknown function of 

local, nearby atoms

¤ Use high quality quantum chemical methods to 

calculate energies of various environments of 

atoms

¤ Approximate a function mapping local 

environments to atomic energy

¤ Apply this low-cost function during molecular 

dynamics runs to update atom energies

GAP was developed by 

Albert Bartók-Pártay

University of Cambridge



GAP — Bispectrum components as descriptor

Slide from SNAP: Spectral neighbor analysis method for automated generation of quantum-accurate interatomic 
potentials for LAMMPS, Aidan Thompson, August 2015, LAMMPS Users’ Workshop and Symposium



GAP – Accuracy

¤ More accurate than traditional MD potentials 

Deviation of atomic forces between DFT and 

various reactive potentials.  Configuration states 

taken from MD runs at 1000 K.

Left: Image from SNAP: Spectral neighbor analysis method for automated generation of quantum-accurate 
interatomic potentials for LAMMPS, Aidan Thompson, August 2015, LAMMPS Users’ Workshop and Symposium

Right: Image from Gaussian approximation potentials, Bartók 2010

Indium phosphide

SiO2 PDFs — includes quantum accurate electrostatics



SNAP — A linear approximation to GAP used in LAMMPS

¤ GAP (Gaussian Approximation Potential): Uses 3D neighbor density bispectrum and Gaussian process 
regression

¤ SNAP (Spectral Neighbor Analysis Potential): SNAP approach uses GAP’s neighbor bispectrum, but 
replaces Gaussian process with linear regression

¤ More robust

¤ Lower computational cost

¤ Decouples MD speed from training set size

¤ Enables large training data sets, more bispectrum coefficients

¤ Straightforward sensitivity analysis
Slide from SNAP: Spectral neighbor analysis method for automated generation of quantum-accurate interatomic 

potentials for LAMMPS, Aidan Thompson, August 2015, LAMMPS Users’ Workshop and Symposium



SNAP — Potential fitting process

Slide from SNAP: Spectral neighbor analysis method for automated generation of quantum-accurate interatomic 
potentials for LAMMPS, Aidan Thompson, August 2015, LAMMPS Users’ Workshop and Symposium



Application of reactive MD to lignin-based Li-ion battery anodes



Brief overview of lignin-based Li-ion batteries
¤ Provide a new domestic anode material from a renewable 

source while addressing performance and cost

¤ Focus only on low cost chemistry and processing methods

¤ Carbon fiber anodes in a 3D architecture can eliminate the 

extra expense of polymeric binders and copper current 

collectors used in conventional anode designs

¤ Focus areas

¤ Li-ion battery is a complex dynamic system 

¤ Mutual interaction of the anode, cathode and 

electrolyte are important

¤ Specific capacity 

¤ Cyclability

¤ Cost

¤ Synthesis

¤ Processing

Slide from: Manufacturing Of Monolithic Electrodes From Low Cost Renewable Resources, O. Rios et al.
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Rechargeable battery
Voltage: 3.7-4.5V

Capacity: 100mAh-7Ah



LiC6

1 lithium layer per carbon layer

Theoretical capacity 372 mAh/g

Li2C12

2 lithium layers per carbon layer

Typical carbon fiber

Composite anode compared to conventional anodes

Lignin carbon

Slide from: Manufacturing Of Monolithic Electrodes From Low Cost Renewable Resources, O. Rios et al.



Atomistic models of the carbon composite anodes

1000 °C

r = 5 Å

Φc = 0.9

ρ = 1.94 g/cm3

2000 °C

r = 17 Å

Φc = 0.1

ρ = 1.38 g/cm3

1500 °C

r = 7 Å

Φc = 0.5

ρ = 1.51 g/cm3

Structural analysis of lignin-derived carbon composite anodes, N.W. McNutt et al., J. Appl. Cryst., 47, 5 (2014)



Spallation neutron source

¤ Experiment conducted at NOMAD beam line at the SNS to ascertain pair 
distribution functions for lignin anode materials
¤ Uncharged
¤ Charged
¤ Discharged
¤ Chemically modified



Validation of the model

¤ The model reproduces the 

correct:

¤ Peak positions

¤ Relative peak magnitudes 

within a system

¤ Relative peak magnitudes 

between systems

¤ Curve magnitude and stacking 

in the d-spacing region

¤ All of this is from only three 

parameters obtained from the 

experimental systems

Model is validated through agreement of simulated and experimental PDFs

Simulated composite PDFs

Experimental composite PDFs

Structural analysis of lignin-derived carbon composite anodes, N.W. McNutt et al., J. Appl. Cryst., 47, 5 (2014)



Addition of Lithium Ions

Li stored in amorphous domain Li intercalated in crystalline domain



Simulation methods

¤ Reactive molecular dynamics simulations conducted in LAMMPS

¤ ReaxFF forcefield used

¤ Parameterization for Li/C/H by M. Raju, P. Kent, and A. van Duin

¤ Simulated in canonical (NVT) ensemble at 298 K using the Nosé-Hoover thermostat

¤ Charge equilibration at every step

¤ Energy-minization performed first

¤ 225 ps equilibration

¤ 0.25 fs timestep



LAMMPS script for ReaxFF simulation



ReaxFF simulation of composite with Li inside



ReaxFF simulation of Li in single crystallite



ReaxFF simulation of Li on graphene with defects



Content attribution
Multiscale modeling image

http://xqwang.engr.uga.edu

Electron density plot

http://blog.livedoor.jp/tgs0001/tag/%E3%82%B5%E3%83%AA%E3%83%81%E3%83%AB%E9%85%B8%E3%83%A1%E3%83%

81%E3%83%AB

Kelvin-Helmholtz instability image

http://computation.llnl.gov/kelvin-helmholtz-instability

Reactive MD nanobubble collapse image

https://www.alcf.anl.gov/projects/reactive-md-simulation-shock-induced-cavitation-damage

“Development and application of the ReaxFF reactive force field method”

LAMMPS workshop presentation by Adri van Duin

http://lammps.sandia.gov/workshops/Aug13/vanDuin/LAMMPS_workshop_vanDuin.pdf

SNAP: Spectral neighbor analysis method for automated genera:on of quantum-accurate interatomic poten:als for LAMMPS

Aidan Thompson, Computing Research Center, August 2015 LAMMPS Users’ Workshop and Symposium

http://lammps.sandia.gov/workshops/Aug15/PDF/talk_Thompson2.pdf

ReaxFF force fields: Development of a transferable empirical method for atomic-scale simualtions of chemical reactions

Adri van Duin, Kimberley Chenoweth, and Bill Goddard

Interatomic Potentials Workshop, Oxford July 2008

http://www.wag.caltech.edu/home/duin/Reax/Oxford_duin.pdf


